
Urban Sensing through user generated content

-
I'm Giorgia Lupi,
I'm attending a PhD in Design at Milan Politecnico within Density Design Lab, where we focus on visualization of complex 
systems and phenomena, like urban phenomena;
and I'm working as a professional in an information design agency called Accurat, which I co-founded.

-
Today I'm presenting an ongoing applied research that is trying to understand how to properly gather, cross, and return 
User Generated Content  for creating alternative images of the city  as lived, perceived and used  by its' inhabitants, citizens 
and temporary users.

I will introduce you the background, the ongoing experiments, one of them it's called Maps of Babel, the limits and the further 
research directions we're exploring.

I'm working with 3 other authors Paolo Patelli, Luca Simeone and Salvatore Iaconesi in a Multidisciplinary team: 
(design / urban planning / anthropology / informatics)

-
This research started for a very big and concrete project I worked at, 
in 2009 and 2010 that was the new Plan for the Public Services for the Municipality of Milan which aimed at thinking, 
developing and implementing a new model for a service network.
I think it 's useful to start from here to better understand what could be the actual utility and application of the research I'm 
doing.

-
The former idea that public services are provided through a system based on standard areas and rigid constraints, 
and planned in advance is no longer practical:
things, practices, needs are changing at the speed of light, 
is no longer possible to determine 10-20 years in advance what kind of public services we need, and where to put them.

-
Within the plan of services we designed a process, and not a finite product , 
We designed the prototype for huge information system that everyday should help the Municipality discover what is the offer 
and the needs in terms of public service in realtime.

-
Imagine a huge "listening of the city" project
...through public meetings all over Milan.

...through  a constant monitoring and geo-referencing of all mass media publications regarding any topic referring to city 
services, public and private.

...and through the acquisition of all the information regarding public services supplied by the Office of Complaints.

-
We built a system able to cross all this data in order to extract qualitative indicators at the scale of the whole city,
and a series of charts, maps, for each neighborhoods so that decisions for public services and public spaces could be taken 
regarding the actual information provided by citizens.

-
Ok, nowadays we have another very important source of information that we have to take into account 
if we really want to know what people think terms of city experience.

-
it's User generated content.
The million of contribution that people everyday share about their lives,
throug blogs, social media like facebook, twitter, flickr, foursquare, and the many others that are growing.
These contributions are shared not only through web platforms, and so via computers, 

-
People share while moving, while experiencing the city, while using public services and spaces;
in fact recent researches shows that in Europe, in 2011 the use of smartphones is increased of the 46% from the 
previous year, and it's planned that is increasing more and more, so we see a huge potentiality in these research path.

Moreover, the importance of taking into account User Generated Content even if it's not the whole population is the 
spontaneity of people sharing opinions and feelings regarding urban experience without being asked to.

-
New methods of gathering and integrating those data are needed;
new methods and new images capable to transform those data into knowledge, 
and those knowledge into stories that we can recognize.
we need a new generation of maps capable to depict the collective and polyphonic images we get, 
and to compare different kind of eventual groups of users that we can recognize and integrate with other data.

-
Ok. What we can do with these contributions?
If we make a think, we know that these content can be related to places, and so public spaces in different ways.
geo-localization: First of all because more and more the contribution we leave are geo-referenced through GPS systems, 
so each contribution potentially can be plotted on a map with almost exact coordinates;

toponyms and landmarks mentioned: than we can also extract toponyms, landmarks and point of interests (and so places) 
directly from the text of the contribution, the places that people name; and we can also relate them to the position where 
they've been originated.

-
So we can say that we can extract spatial patterns, clusters, distributions,
and we can filter these distributions inquiring these contents for the topic we're interested on.

-
Maps of Babel / that gives also the name at my speech 
this is an example that we're working on, 
that is just trying to understand patterns of how different ethnic groups live the city, and the public spaces, in terms of:
- spatial distributions (and so correlation with specific places and areas)
- temporal distributions (and so if there's any different between the time of the day, or the days of the weeks 
- in terms of language distribution)

In this case we're extracting geo-referenced contributions within the city of Milan and we're taking into account the language 
of the post. here you can see the contribution analyzed with a video that is helpful for analyzing the temporal dimension 
of the contributions within 2 weeks. you can see different languages: yellow is italian / green in english / sweet pink is french 
and dark pink is spanish, but also we have japanese, indonesian, dutch and portoguese; whch we found the most web 2.0 
spoken languages.

*Here I showed the video that you can find here (first video)

-
Of course we can play with that, and split and compare and eventually overlap the contributions in different ways. why? 
we're doing this, basically because is one of the easiest experiments that you can do with those data,
but also because in terms of utility: the city of Milan is quite new to the Multicultural dimensions,
different ethnic groups are not properly integrated, and we still don't know how they use and live the city.

Moreover, everybody knows where chinese people are.
but what about portogueses? or finnish? indians? More and more we will have to "monitor" or just to observe how different 
enthic groups live the city (where they have home, how much do they travel, what kind of sentiments they express)
and the census is really not able to real-time map that.

If we're able to monitor and find interesting patterns of spatial or temporal use of the city related to diverse languages, 
maybe we can also gain insights on how to plan new services, infrastructures and policies.

-
In fact, analyzing the whole contributions within the places in the city we discovered that really a lot of contributions 
comes from plazas, squares, and so public spaces;

-
then, just to share some first analysis with you:
// there’s an interesting concentration of post from the Commercial streets between Duomo and San Babila; from the central 
station, and from two shopping areas in the north and west of Milan

// why is nobody talking from the parks?
(may be because it's january, but it seems interesting to keep on comparing different kind of public spaces)

// there's really a few contributions from the residential West Part of Milan

// but also why is nobody talking from the Financial district?

// and what's happening on that perihperical clusters? The University Campus!

-
what about languages

// it's interesting that one of the most spoken language is indonesian... 
we don't know why! maybe they're young? it's an emergent ethnic group? 
There's an emergent research that shows that the number of Indonesian people online is increasingly very rapidly.

// it's interesting that talking about pheripherical parts of the city, the place from where all languages posts is the San Siro 
Stadium!

// the central station is full of italian talkers (may be because Italians complaint more than others?)

 // we can really recognize the north-east part of the ring-road of Milan; in fact Milan is a ring pla city, 
with an orbital road that rounds the central part; why is there this concentration just in a half of that?

-
of course it’s 2 week analysis, but constantly crossing these kind of data with relevant maybe event; 
or questions that we may want to ask, we see really actual opportunities for finding relevant insights.

-
we're working on visualizations in order to make patterns more evidents, just to explain you how we work with data: 
we harvest them from the web, (using the API of the social media, that are the  software"access doors" we storage them for a 
long period on a database that then we plot on the map, we explore data through dynamic visualization using the processing 
software; then, we choose how to split and place contributions on maps and with visual languages that are effectively able to 
tell us the stories we want to look for...

-
Just very quickly to share some other ideas on how we can intercept stories...
Within maps of Babel we’re also trying to understand if it’s possible to relate different public spaces in terms of “where is 
everybody talking about The Central Station? Or the Sempione park? Is there any interesting finding?
that seems particularly interesting regarding special events that happen in the city.

- 
commuters
talking about places we can also extract other parameters from those data, as an example:
we're working on commuters from places near Milan, crossing the diverse locations from which people posts, 
integrating those data with the telephonic traces as well as the data provided by public transportation.

-
emotions. Even if it's at an early stage, we can consider to analyze also the content of those contributions, and to extract not 
only the main topics from the contributions, but also to provide a sentiment analysis of that, trying to return the feelings that 
people share through their texts.
another project we're working at is the visualization of emotional citizens' reaction to specific political events (you know the 
instable political situation in Italy)
We’re presenting a full paper and the results at the Cumulus conference.

-
going on with emotions, we can talk about safety inquiring when and where people share the sentiment of "fear", and dividing it 
by gender and time stamps

-
but we can also imagine to reason on identity and perceived boundaries of our cities, and so to understand which public spaces 
remains in mind and which ones are forgotten; which places people "tag" and so recognize as part of the city, overlapping 
administrative boundaries of a city with the actual limits perceived by the people. 

-
Just to conclude, we're prototyping this kind of small experiments (and we have a lot of open questions) in order to build an 
inquirable platform that  could help citizens' to improve their urban experience, and to help political decision makers and 
planners to better deal with decision making processes on urban issues.

-
We see interesting potentiality on several aspect of the planning processes,
...for instance the identification of new policies, or the understanding of how this part of the population react to new policies in 
public spaces.

-
...the discover of emergent needs, like the lack of infrastructures (think about places for differen religions...) or infrastructures in 
places that are not the ones citizens' needs.
Apparently in Milan there are no mosques. Obviously this is not true: where do people talk about religion? Which places are 
named together with the name of God? 

-
but also the liveability and attractivity of specific places.
What is that makes people talk about an area? Shopping? Theatres? Its food scene? How many different activities make 
people talk about an area? How many thematizations are possible in a district? How do things change over time (on a daily, 
weekly, monthly and yearly base)? 

-
we know the limits due to the fact that we're not talking bout the whole population, 
(even if the percentage of that is increasing dramatically)
Actually we're experimenting within several projects in order to find a  method to properly integrate this new knowledge with 
traditional and quantitative data they have, and also with the qualitative data we can extract with direct observations.
as a research direction we really think now it's the moment to explore if those data could really help us in increasing our 
knowledge about possible futures for our cities.
*Here I showed the video that you can find here (fthird video)

-
As a very last suggestion, taking into account theories on perception of the urban environmente, like the famous kevin lynch's 
images of the city, we can now identify and draw more complete polyphonic images of our city and thus explore the potential 
storytelling attitude of specific public places.

-Maps of Babel

*Here I showed the video that you can find here (second video)


